Detection of olfactory receptor transcripts in bird testes.
The sense of smell is mediated through olfactory receptors (ORs) expressed in olfactory sensory neurons of the olfactory epithelium. Interestingly, some OR genes also function in another context: they are expressed in nonolfactory testicular tissue and in sperm of mammals and fish where they mediate sperm flagellar motility. The presence of OR transcripts in testicular tissue of both mammals and fish suggests that this is a conserved trait among vertebrates. In birds, sperm competition is widespread and its outcome depends, in part, on sperm motility. Thus, avian testicular OR gene expression might be particularly interesting to study, especially in the context of current ideas on postcopulatory sexual selection. Using reverse transcription-polymerase chain reaction with degenerate primers specific for OR genes and subsequent cloning, we here demonstrate that multiple OR gene transcripts are present in chicken (Gallus gallus domesticus) testes. Moreover, we show that they belong to the class-gamma OR gene clade. We discuss the potential significance and evolutionary implications of avian testicular OR gene expression.